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“�Mike Zitt Inc was able to deliver engaging creative and technical solutions that worked seamlessly with our 
existing legacy systems. The end result was that the Time Warner Careers section became more functional 
and enjoyable to use on desktop and mobile devices. They continue to excel at picking up on projects any-
where in the development cycle and delivering on what they promise.”

 Karyn Lewis
 Time Warner Inc.

ANIMATING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Competition for talented employees is increasingly taking place online, on multiple devices.  As a global 

leader in its industry,  TimeWarner needs to stand out and attract the best of the best in this forum.

However, the careers section of their website was starting to feel out-dated. Flash animated 

components caused technical frustrations on many devices and navigation of the section was difficult. 

TimeWarner needed better usability and an improved user experience that would incorporate their 

existing Kenexa search database.

To solve their problem we created a sleek, intuitive design that built upon the look and feel of the rest of 

the TimeWarner website, while adding unique elements that would be attractive to potential jobseekers.

A tablet and mobile safe animated javascript carousel featured the various brand divisions scrolling 

across the page.  We maintained compliance with their underlying Kenexa database system and 

reformatted the job search section to fit ¼ of the page where it had previously taken up the entire page. 

The functionality of the search field was improved to incorporate a drop down feature for each job 

search criteria as opposed to the scrolling selection menu.

TESTIMONIAL

MIKE ZITT INC SUCCESS STORY

CLIENT PROFILE

Time Warner Inc., is a global 
leader in high-quality media 
and entertainment with busi-
nesses in television networks, 
filmed entertainment and 
publishing

CHALLENGES

Stand out and attract the best 
talent in the business

Utilize legacy database sys-
tem and maintain deep linking  

SOLUTION

Use engaging animation and 
design

Apply mobile friendy tech-
nologies to provide a rich user 
experience 

Make a connection with the 
user and drive career interest

VISIT
timewarner.com/careers


